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About This Content

Experts at infiltration the Alpha Legion roam the galaxy spreading heretical Chaos Cults using subterfuge and misdirection to
further their intricate plots. Like they multi-headed Hyrda that they use as their symbol the Alpha Legion will attack from

multiple areas.
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Publisher:
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OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7

Processor: 2.0Ghz Dual core CPU (any Core 2 Duo or AMD X2 or better)
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DirectX®: 9.0c
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Sound:
Laptop and Notebook users will need to download the newest Nvidia 280.26 or AMD Catalyst 11.8 drivers.
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warhammer 40 000 space marine - alpha legion champion armour set

Can get quite intense. Also works great under Linux.. There has nether ever been a game this good!

The Untold Chapter breathes life into a decaying world that I have missed for so long.

I will admit I am going to be victim to some bias on this review, because until today for the past several years I have always
responded to my the question, what is your favorite game ever? As, a dead one called Nether. I loved Nether, I loved when it
was resurrected, and I love it even more in The Untold Chapter.

ATMOSPHERE, ATMOSPHERE, ATMOSPHERE. This game has had its bugs, and still has some, but less than what I am use
to at this point for day one. Some dislike the graphics, I personally love them, and the texture work that has been done, but even
those that dislike the art style, will say that this games "atmosphere" makes up for everything. It's not a word that I see games
being heavily emphasized with, especially not multiplayer server based games. Walking through Nether: The Untold Chapter
can make you feel like you have stepped right into a Dystopia. I say Dystopia rather than apocalypse, as in the past decade or so
the genre of apocalypse setting changed a lot. The zombie craze impacted it greatly, not to the negative from me view, but it's
different. This touches on the older truest works of dystopia. Post 2000 but before the apocalypse theme trend it reminds me of
my favourite novel. The setting of this gives me the feeling of being in the a city in Cormac McCarthy's novel, The Road
"Within a year there were fires on the ridges and deranged chanting. The screams of the murdered. By day the dead impaled on
spikes along the road."

To me this game isn't about looting and filling up my global inventory, it's not about the PvP fights, the PvE struggles, the
Safezond Shutdowns, the Tribe wars, the hang gliding from sniper point to sniper point, or even the community. All these things
are great, but what Nether is for me is that feeling of screeches in the distance, shapes moving greyed out by the mist, tilted
skyscrapers protruding, blocking the sun that is already dim. To me it is art, the expression of feeling through creation. It gives
me that feeling, that atmosphere.

The game may or may not succeed, it may die like the countless victims of The Cull, but I am here for the experience and that
will nether ever die.. Very cute and laid back resource management game. Best way to spend 4 euros imo.. The Linux port is a
complete farce - mouselook has been bugged since launch, and when the devs made it sort of work (by having the user click and
drag their view around the screen, of all things) it turned out to be impossible to use the crafting bench anyway, rendering the
game uncompletable.

For £2, it's usually hard to go wrong - but this game certainly provides a way to do so. Do not buy.. i have to say, for the price i
paid (currently 3.74 on sale), this game gives a LOT of fun. it's short, sure, but the mastery and the speed running communities
will freakin LOVE this game. the controls are simple, but hard to master.

i will say watch out for a bug with the check points. now and again you will accidently go back and be soft locked in a level due
to the breakable walls, and the timed button gates. it's only happened to me once, but i had to restart the level.

TL;DR- buy it. well worth the mindless slaughtering and ninja fun! seriously, i was skeptical too, but i'm damn well happy with
it.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=trvprxLUolk

\tLong Night is an adventure\/horror game operated entirely by the
keyboard, with no mouse options. It is told in a third person perspective,
with a comic-esque feel. The story is upfront, but the atmosphere is what
gives this game meaning. Rather than a horror feel, this game has a
detective element to it.

\tI didn't really experience a feeling of horror, or being afraid of
what lurks around the corner, but if you look at it as a detective game with
a spook element, this game does well.

\tI enjoyed the story arc and atmosphere of the game, but unfortunately
it is part one of a series that isn't going to be completed. Based on that,
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as a consumer I would not recommend this game, as it leaves an unsatisfied
feeling.

This is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch if you are looking for a more in-depth review.

Thanks for your viewership and support; for more videos click here:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho. Decent story, nice artwork, cool charakters which you can identify yourself with.
*Light spoiler* 3 Diffrent routes, so a good replay value aswell.
I defenitely don't regret buying it, actually I was surprised by how well the story develops and the charakters too.
All in all, if you like j-novels with some choices to make and a good 30-50+ hours story, go for it!!. This Spore rippoff is just
horrible. Most features announced in the game description are either not even in the game or simply not reachable.

- Company mode seems to be totally pointless, you just swim around eating stuff until you get bored. You never evolve, there is
no customization or development at all.
- In evolution mode, which seems to be meant the mode with mentioned features, spawns you right inside a filled screen of
enemies. Longest time I ever survived was about 5 seconds.
- windowed mode captured the visible mouse cursor, resulting in it flickering around in the center of the window, very annoying

This is absolutely not worth its money.. this game has bad meta reviews, but it's really not that bad. It's a fun little indie-game
that brings back memories of early to mid 90's side-scrolling shoot-em-ups
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I have been playing this game for 3 days and it is really enjoyable.
The game is very interesting, the graphics are fantastic, and the PC version is easy to use as well.

I would recommend this game as I find that it has great value for the money spent.. Game was good and really fun until i
reached inferno mode, because then my game started crashing 24/7. The funkiest, freshest game made yet

8.5\/10. Hella good man. Very nice traditional hidden object game, on par with the usual level of quality we have come to
expect from Artifex Mundi. There is nothing new here that you haven't already seen in a dozen other HOGs, but really all one
can reasonably expect from this type of game is that the artwork in attractive, and that the gameplay unfolds in a somewhat
logical way so that you are not constantly having to spam the hint button to figure out what to do next, and Eventide succeeds on
both counts.. You Slav You Lose
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